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Multivalent protein binding plays an important role not only in biological recognition but also in biosensor
preparation. Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy and surface plasmon resonance techniques have
been used to investigate concanavalin A (Con A) binding to binary monolayers composed of 1,2-di-O-
hexadecyl-sn-glycerol and derived glycolipids with the mannose moieties. The glycolipids in the binary
monolayers at the air–water interface underwent both lateral rearrangement and molecular reorientation
directed by Con A in the subphase favorable to access of the carbohydrate ligands to protein binding pockets
for the formation of multivalent binding sites and the minimization of steric crowding of neighboring ligands
for enhanced binding. The amounts of specifically bound proteins in the binary monolayers at the air–water
interface were accordingly increased in comparison with those in the initially immobilized monolayers at the
air–water interface. The directed rearranged binary monolayers with multivalent protein binding were
preserved for the preparation of biosensors.
ll rights reserved.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Protein–carbohydrate interactions play a key role in many cellular
processes including cell differentiation, fertilization [1], adhesion,
inflammation [2], cell–cell communication [3], and immune response
[4]. These specific binding events happen through glycoproteins,
glycolipids, and polysaccharides on cell surfaces and carbohydrate-
binding lectins.1 Lectins typically possess shallow binding pockets
exposure to solvents, thus the monovalent protein–carbohydrate
interactions are generally weak [5,6]. It is possible for the lectins to
participate in multivalent binding or several simultaneous binding
events for improved interaction strength and specificity [5]. Multiva-
lent protein binding may achieve higher binding affinity, allow
signaling through oligomerization, and induce changes in the distri-
bution of molecules at themembrane surface [7,8]. On the other hand,
multivalent interactions are crucial for discovering a broad range of
biosensors for use in medicine, environment, and food processing [8].
The intricacy of the cell membrane structures along with the highly
dynamic nature of lipid–lipid and lipid–protein interactions in the cell
membranes make the biophysical interactions very difficult to
investigate and understand in real time [9]. Langmuir monolayers
have half a structure of cell membranes and offer a simple system to
mimic cell surface rearrangement due to the lateral mobility of the
lipid components at the air–water interface [9–12]. Lipid components
can rearrange to form well-matched interactions with proteins
throughmultivalent binding. The organized monolayers of glycolipids
containingmono-saccharidemoieties at the air–water interfacemight
act as multiple carbohydrate ligands along polymer backbones due to
the hydrophobic interactions between the corresponding alkyl chains,
moreover the spatial distribution of the carbohydrate ligands can be
adjusted due to lateral rearrangement of the glycolipids.

Concanavalin A (Con A, pI 4.5–5.6) [13] is a multivalent binding
protein and exists as a tetramer (104 kDa) at pHN7.0. Con A can be
capable of specifically binding mannose moieties in the presence of
Mn2+ and Ca2+ ions [14,15]. The Con A tetramer has four carbohydrate-
binding sites and presents two binding sites on each face [16]. Self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) [17–21], vesicles [7,22,23], and
supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) [24,25] have been also used for
model systems to study the protein–carbohydrate interactions. It has
been shown that the surface density and spatial arrangement of the
carbohydrate ligands play a crucial role in protein binding [5,17,21].
On one hand, the surface ligand densities in the three types of model
systems cannot be accurately controlled because they are formed
from bulk solutions in comparison with Langmuir monolayers at the
interface, and the covalent immobilization of lipids in SAMs obviously
suppresses ligand spatial distribution and multivalent protein
binding. On the other hand, the influence of spatial arrangement of
carbohydrate ligands on the protein binding is still largely unclear.
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The surface densities of different components in Langmuir mono-
layers can be accurately controlled, and the lipid components are
capable of lateral mobility. The favorable spatial arrangement of the
glycolipids in Langmuir monolayers through lateral mobility could
facilitate enhancement of multivalent protein binding.

Con A binding to the binary monolayers composed of double-
chained glycolipids and protein-repelling lipids with oligo(ethylene
glycol) (OEG) spacers/moieties, [8-(1,2-di-O-hexadecyl-sn-glycer-3-
oxy)-3,6-dioxaoctyl]-α-D-mannopyranoside (DPEM) and 1,2-di-O-
hexadecyl-3-O-[8-hydroxy-3,6-dioxaoctyl)-sn-glycerol (DPE), has
been recently studied in detail [26,27]. The OEG moieties are known
to well resist nonspecific protein binding, in addition, the flexible OEG
spacers/moieties were favorable to access of carbohydrate ligands to
protein binding pockets to form multivalent interactions, even in
the absence of lack of glycolipid rearrangement and reorientation.
This paper is to investigate Con A binding to the binary monolayers
consisting of glycolipids and lipids without OEG spacers/moieties,
(1,2-di-O-hexadecyl-sn-glycer-3-oxy)-α-D-mannopyranoside (DPM)
and 1,2-di-O-hexadecyl-sn-glycerol (DPG) (Fig. 1) for deeper under-
standing of the relationship between multivalent protein binding
and glycolipid rearrangement/reorientation. In general, the hydroxyl
(OH) groups are not good protein-resistant moieties, but the DPG
monolayer displayed excellent properties of resisting nonspecific
Con A binding. The glycolipids without OEG spacers in the binary
monolayers underwent a change in hydrocarbon chain orientation in
the presence of Con A as well as spatial rearrangement of the carbo-
hydrate ligands for multivalent protein binding. The reorientation of
DPM and DPG in the binary monolayers compensated for local adjust-
ment of OEG spacers/moieties of DPEM and DPE.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

DPM and DPG were synthesized according to the methods
reported recently [26,28], and their chemical structures were
confirmed by NMR spectra (500 MHz, Bruker DRX-500). They were
solubilized in pretreated chloroform (analytical grade) to be a con-
centration of 1 mM and stored at −20 °C prior to use. Their binary
mixtures were prepared volumetrically from respective stock solu-
tions. 1-Ocadecanethiol (ODT, 95%) was purchased from Fluka. Triton
X-100, ethanol, NaCl, and NaOH were of analytical grade. Con A from
O(CH2)15CH3
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Fig. 1. Chemical structures of DPM and DPG.
Canavalia ensiformis (Type V) was purchased from Sigma. Water used
was double-distilled (pH 5.6, resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm, surface tension
73.06 mN/m at 22 °C) after a deionized exchange. The aqueous
solutions of Con A and subphases were prepared from phosphate
buffered saline (PBS, 10 mM phosphate, 0.1 mMMn2+, 0.1 mM Ca2+,
and 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4).

2.2. Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS) measurements

In situ IRRAS spectra of the monolayers at the air–water interface
were recorded on an Equinox 55 FTIR spectrometer connected to an
XA-511 external reflection attachment with a shuttle trough system
and a narrow band mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) detector
(Bruker Optics) [27,29]. IRRAS data are defined as plots of reflec-
tance-absorbance (RA) versus wavenumber, RA=− log(R/R0), where
R and R0 are the reflectivities of the film-covered and film-free
surfaces, respectively. The sample (30 cm×7 cm×0.5 cm) and refer-
ence (8 cm×7 cm×0.5 cm) troughs were fixed on a shuttle device
driven by a computer-controlled stepper motor for allowing spectral
collections from the two troughs in an alternating fashion. A KRS-5
polarizer was used to generate p- and s-polarized beams. The film
constituents were spread from their chloroform solutions onto the
sample trough, and 20 min was allowed for solvent evaporation. The
attachment system was then enclosed for humidity equilibrium for
4 h, and then themonolayers were discontinuously compressed to the
desired surface pressure of 30 mN/m from ~0 mN/m. After 30 min of
relaxation, the twomoving barriers were stopped and the areas of the
monolayers were kept constant. Upon protein binding, concentrated
Con A solutions were injected into the unstirred subphase beneath the
compressed monolayers at 30 mN/m behind the barriers with an L-
shaped syringe. The external reflection absorption spectra of the PBS
solutions containing Ca2+ and Mn2+ were used as a reference. These
spectra were recorded with a resolution of 8 cm−1 by coaddition of
1024 scans at 22 °C.

2.3. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) measurements

SPR technique can optically monitor changes of refractive index in
the vicinity of sensor surfaces in real time without analyte labeling
[20,30,31]. The technique was employed to investigate protein
binding processes at the solid–water interface and the data came
from the direct binding of soluble proteins in aqueous solutions.
Integrated optics SPR sensors (Spreeta, Texas Instruments) were used
to measure protein binding kinetics for the monolayers [11,12]. The
Spreeta sensors combined the sensor surfaces with all optic and
electronic components required for SPR experiments in a compact and
lightweight assembly [30,31]. A Teflon microtrough was homemade
with the dimensions of 4 cm×2 cm×1 cm [29,32]. The trough walls
were undercut by 45° to eliminate the formation of a meniscus
presenting a planar interface [33]. The SPR sensor was first cleaned
with an aqueous solution of 1% Triton X-100 and 0.1 MNaOH followed
by copious double-distilled water. The sensor surface was modified to
be hydrophobic by immersion in an ODT solution in absolute ethanol
(2 mM) for 20 min followed by rinsing with copious double-distilled
water. A binary monolayer was spread until the desired surface
pressure 30 mN/m was reached, and then it was allowed for
relaxation for 1 h. The ODT-modified SPR sensor was horizontally
lowered into contact with the monolayer and brought to a depth of
about 1–2 mm. This procedure was equivalent to a horizontal
monolayer transfer to a solid substrate but without ever removing
the substrate coated with the transferred monolayer from the trough.
After a period of 10 min to ensure the integrity of the transferred
monolayer, the protein solution of desired volume was injected into
the subphase to reach a final Con A concentration of 100 μg/mL. The
protein binding was allowed to proceed for 1.5 h for the binary
monolayers. The sensor surface was then flushed with PBS solutions
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for the removal of nonspecifically bound Con A, the subphase was
then exchanged with acetate buffer (pH 1.5) to remove specifically
bound proteins for regeneration and finally with PBS solution prior to
reintroducing Con A for subsequent binding.

In the case of the monolayers at the air–water interface, Con A was
first injected beneath the monolayer after 1 h of relaxation and
allowed for protein binding to the binary monolayers for 1.5 h. SPR
signals were recorded until an ODT-modified SPR sensor was brought
into contact with the protein-bound monolayer. The following proce-
dures were the same as those in the case of the initially immobilized
monolayers.
b
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Fig. 2. p-Polarized IRRAS spectra of the monolayers of DPM, DPG, and their binary mixtures o
incidence angle of 30° at 22 °C: (a) DPG; (b) XDPM=0.1; (c) XDPM=0.2; (d) XDPM=0.3; (e
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Molecular assemblies of binary monolayers at the air–water interface

The IRRAS spectra of themonolayers of DPM, DPG, and their binary
mixtures with different mole fraction of DPM (XDPM) at the air–water
interface are shown in Fig. 2. These spectral baselines in the region
1750–1600 cm−1 were distorted as positive bands because of the
altered structure of the water adjacent to the headgroups of the film
constituents, however, these monolayers displayed similar spectral
behaviors. At the low surface pressure of 5 mN/m, two strong bands
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appeared at 2918 and 2851 cm−1, assigned to the antisymmetric and
symmetric CH2 stretching vibrations [νa(CH2) and νs(CH2)] of alkyl
chains, respectively. Upon gradual increase of surface pressure to 30
mN/m, a slight increase in band intensity was observed, but the band
frequencies remained unchanged. It is well-known that the νa(CH2)
and νs(CH2) frequencies are sensitive to conformation order of alkyl
chains, particularly for the νa(CH2) modes. Lower wavenumbers
around 2916–2918 and 2848–2850 cm−1 are characteristic of highly
ordered chains in all-trans conformations, while higher wavenumbers
around 2924–2926 and 2854–2856 cm−1 are indicative of highly
disordered chains with significant gauche conformations [34]. It is
clear that the alkyl chains in these monolayers were highly ordered
with fewer gauche defects irrespective of surface pressure. The
spectral behaviors of the monolayers of DPM, DPG, and their binary
mixtures were different from those of their counterparts with OEG
spacers/moieties. The alkyl chains in the monolayers of DPEM, DPE,
and their binarymixtures underwent a change from highly disordered
structures to highly ordered ones with the increase of surface pres-
sure, intimately associated with the mushroom-like to brush confor-
mation transition of the OEG spacers/moieties [27]. At the surface
pressures investigated here, a weak band at 1468 cm−1 was observed
for these monolayers, attributed to the CH2 scissoring vibration
[δ(CH2)]. The appearance of the singlet peak at 1468 cm−1 indicated
that the alkyl chains in the monolayers were probably packed in a
hexagonal subcell structure where each chain could freely rotate
around its axis [35].

3.2. Protein-directed rearrangement of glycolipids at the air–water
interface

It is shown that the monolayers at 30 mN/m were enough to
inhibit proteins from penetrating into the hydrophobic regions
besides being capable of lateral mobility [36]. The surface pressure
of 30 mN/m is equivalent to the lateral pressures estimated for cell
membranes under physiological conditions [37,38]. The IRRAS spectra
of injection of Con A beneath the individual monolayer of DPG at the
air–water interface at 30 mN/m are shown in Fig. 3. The spectrum
after 10 h was factually identical to that prior to protein injection,
which indicates that Con A could not be adsorbed onto the DPG
monolayer in this case. Obviously, the DPG monolayer displayed
excellent properties of resisting nonspecific Con A binding although
the OH groups are not good protein-repelling moieties. Even at 5 and
15 mN/m, no Con A binding to the DPG monolayers was observed
because the DPG lipids without flexible OEG moieties formed liquid-
condensed monolayers at various pressures to prevent protein
binding (Fig. S1 in Appendix A).

Con A binding to the binary monolayers of DPM and DPG with
different XDPM was clearly observed (Fig. 3). The injection of proteins
resulted in the appearance of amide I and amide II bands around 1640
and 1535 cm−1, respectively. The two bands are more evident from
their difference spectra after and before protein binding. In contrast to
the protein-repelling DPG monolayer, the observed amide I and amide
II bands reflected specific protein binding to the binary monolayers.
Amide I bands are contributed primarily from the C=O stretching
vibration of the peptide bonds, and amide II bands are due to themixed
modes of C–N stretching and N–H bending vibrations. There are well-
established empirical correlations between amide I band frequencies
and protein secondary structures [39–41]. Second derivatives of their
difference spectra in the region 1700–1600 cm−1 at protein binding
saturation are shown in Fig. S2. The amide I bands consisting of a
significant amount of the component around 1640 cm−1 and a small
amount of the component around 1680 cm−1. It is known that both
a strong band ≤1640 cm−1 (1630–1640 cm−1) and a weak band
≥1680 cm−1 are characteristic of β-sheet structures [42,43]. It is
obvious that the specifically bound Con A possessed a great amount of
antiparallel β-sheet conformations, which is in good agreement with
the secondary structures of native Con A composed of predominant β-
sheet conformations without α-helix one [14,42,43]. The spectral
features indicate that the secondary structures of the proteins almost
remained unchanged upon binding to the hydrophilic moieties of the
binary monolayers.

Seen from the difference spectra after and before protein binding
with different XDPM to the same scale (Fig. 3), the intensities of the
amide I bands at XDPM=0.1 and 0.2 were stronger than those at
XDPM=0.3 and 0.4. This is different from the Con A binding behaviors
for the binary monolayers of DPEM and DPE at the air–water interface
with comparable amide I band intensities independent of XDPEM [27].
It has been shown that the surface density and spatial arrangement
of the carbohydrate ligands play a crucial role in Con A binding
[5,17,21,26] and that the amount of specifically bound proteins was
finally determined by the balance between them [26]. Low surface
ligand densities would limit multivalent protein binding considering
the separation distance of about 6.5 nm between two binding pockets
of Con A [44], while high surface densities might result in steric
crowding of neighboring ligands, which inhibits access of the ligands
to protein binding pockets. It is obvious that favorable spatial arrange-
ment of the glycolipids can alleviate the steric crowding of neigh-
boring ligands and facilitate the multivalent protein binding even at a
specific surface ligand density. The glycolipids in the binary mono-
layers at the air–water interface underwent a lateral reorganization to
develop a new spatial arrangement directed by Con A in the subphase.
The optimal spatial arrangement of the ligands at the interface could
match well with the protein binding pockets and simultaneously
minimize the steric crowding of neighboring ligands. The spatial
rearrangement of the glycolipids at the air–water interface promoted
the formation of a great number of multivalent binding sites to meet
the separation distance between the protein binding pockets, so
that the amounts of specifically bound proteins were accordingly
increased. At XDPM=0.3 and 0.4, the steric crowding of neighboring
ligands could not be significantly reduced through the lateral
rearrangement of DPM, so that the amounts of specifically bound
Con A were not so high as those at low XDPM. It is most likely that the
lack of flexible OEG spacers/moieties was an unfavorable factor
for ready access of the ligands to the protein binding pockets at high
XDPM.

Before and after protein binding, the νa(CH2) and νs(CH2)
frequencies of the alkyl chains in the binary monolayers almost
remained constant. Seen from their difference spectra, the presence of
two weak positive peaks at 2918 and 2851 cm−1 at various XDPM

indicates that the alkyl chains were tilted to a certain degree after
protein binding. Furthermore, the orientation angles of the alkyl
chains in the binarymonolayers before and after protein bindingwere
quantitatively determined by the fit of theoretical calculations to the
experimental data of the νa(CH2) bands [45–48] (Figs. S3–S6) and
listed in Table 1. The tilt angle of the alkyl chains were 10–20° with
respect to the normal of the monolayers before protein binding
and were increased to 15–25° after protein binding dependent on
XDPM. For the binary monolayers of DPEM and DPE at the air–water
interface, the alkyl chains remained unchanged before and after Con A
binding except for XDPEM=0.2 [27]. The lack of flexible OEG spacers/
moieties led to the reorientation of the glycolipids to match with the
protein binding pockets instead of local adjustment through the OEG
spacers as for the binary monolayers of DPEM and DPE. Yim et al.
investigated myoglobin/lysozyme binding to the Langmuir mono-
layers of metal ion chelating lipids 1,2-distearyl-rac-glycero-3-
triethyleneoxide iminodiacetic acid (DSIDA) at 35–40 mN/m using
grazing incidence X-ray reflection (GIXD) technique and found an
increase in the size of hexagonal unit cell and tilt angle of the alkyl
chains in the presence of proteins due to lipid rearrangement and
multiple site binding [49]. It is clear that the protein-directed
rearrangement of the glycolipids in the monolayers not only matched
with the protein binding pockets and reduced the steric crowding of
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Fig. 3. Time-dependent p-polarized IRRAS spectra of the individual monolayer of DPG and binarymonolayers of DPMandDPG on the PBS solution (pH 7.4) containing Ca2+ andMn2+

at the surface pressure 30 mN/mat an incidence angle of 30° at 22 °C upon ConA binding: (a)DPG; (b)XDPM=0.1; (c)XDPM=0.2; (d)XDPM=0.3; (e)XDPM=0.4; (f) difference spectra
after and before protein binding.
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neighboring ligands but also adjusted molecular orientations for the
development of multivalent protein binding.

3.3. Multivalent protein binding in the binary monolayers

In order tomonitor protein binding to the binarymonolayers using
the SPR technique, the hydrophobically modified sensor surfaces have
to contact the monolayers at the air–water interface tightly. If the
monolayers were first horizontally immobilized with the sensors
followed by protein injection beneath the monolayers, such mono-
layers are referred to as control ones. For the individual monolayer of
DPG, negligible specific Con A binding was observed (Fig. S7), and for
the control binary monolayers of DPM and DPG (Fig. 4), significant
specific Con A binding was detected. The amounts of specifically
bound proteins during the initial binding stages (estimated on the
basis of an SPR angle shift of 0.1°~a protein surface density of
0.1 μg/cm2) [50] as a function of XDPM are shown in Fig. 5. The amount
was high at XDPM=0.1 followed by a drop at XDPM=0.2, then
increased gradually upon further increase of XDPM. A similar case was
observed for the control binary monolayers of DPEM and DPE [26].
The amount of specifically bound Con A was related not only to
surface density of the ligands but also to steric crowding of neigh-
boring ligands and ultimately determined by the balance between
them. In the control binarymonolayers, the spatial arrangement of the



Table 1
Orientation angles of the hydrocarbon chains in the binary monolayers before and after
Con A binding.a

Monolayer Subphase Tilt angle (°)

XDPM=0.1 Water 10
Con A 25

XDPM=0.2 Water 10
Con A 15

XDPM=0.3 Water 20
Con A 25

XDPM=0.4 Water 20
Con A 25

a θ, orientation angle of chain axis; kmax=0.80, maximum extinction coefficient;
α=90°, angle between νa(CH2) vibrational dipole moment and chain axis;
L=2.05 nm, extended chain length; nord=1.46 and next=1.57, ordinary and
extraordinary refractive indexes; Γ=98.7%, polarizer efficiency. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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Fig. 5. Amounts of specifically bound Con A on the rearranged and control monolayers
of DPM and DPG at saturation as a function of surface density of glycolipids.
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two lipid components was only determined by the interactions
between them. The change of the amounts of specifically bound
proteins with XDPM (SPR results) was different from that for the binary
monolayers at the air–water interface (IRRAS results), where the
protein-directed rearrangement of glycolipids was developed. In
order to verify the formation of the new spatial arrangement of the
ligands, the SPR technique was further applied to investigate protein
binding to the rearranged binary monolayers (Fig. 4). For the initial
protein binding to the binary monolayers at the air–water interface,
the binding kinetics were not attained because the SPR sensors could
not be in contact with the monolayers if they were to remain laterally
mobile. However, the final adsorption amounts could be obtained
by horizontally placing the hydrophobically modified SPR sensors
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different XDPM upon injection of Con Awith a final concentration of 100 μg/mL followed by rin
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in contact with the monolayers after identical binding times. The
fabrication of the rearranged monolayers was simply a two-
dimensional version (protein surface imprinting) of the solution-
phase interactions between templates and functional monomers for
the preparation of molecularly imprinted materials [51,52]. At a
specific XDPM, the initially fluid and control monolayers had the same
surface densities because the identical amounts of the lipid compo-
nents were spread at the fixed trough area to reach the desired surface
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and control binary monolayers of DPM and DPG at the surface pressure 30 mN/m with
sing respectively with PBS solution (pH 7.4) and acetate buffer (pH 1.5): (a) XDPM=0.1;



Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of Con A binding to rearranged and control binary monolayers of DPM and DPG.
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pressures. Interestingly, the amounts of specifically bound proteins on
the rearranged monolayers were increased in comparison with those
on the control monolayers. There was significant improvement in
protein binding at XDPM=0.2 in contrast to the most inhibited protein
binding for the corresponding control monolayers. The favorable
spatial arrangement of the ligands in the rearranged monolayer
facilitated to create multivalent binding sites for the proteins and
the steric crowding of neighboring ligands was substantially reduced.
At XDPM=0.1, the amount of specifically bound proteins on the
rearranged one was further increased although the amount was high
for the control monolayer. At XDPM=0.5, the amount on the
rearranged monolayer was slightly improved. This was because the
lateral reorganization of the glycolipids could not cause a significant
change in spatial arrangement of the ligands due to the excess
glycolipids. It was difficult to reduce substantially the steric crowding
of neighboring ligands at high surface ligand densities. The increase of
the surface ligand densities could simultaneously increase the
probabilities of multivalent protein binding and steric ligand crowd-
ing in the control monolayers. The spatial rearrangement of the
ligands in the rearranged monolayers facilitated the formation of
multivalent binding sites at various surface densities, but the steric
crowding of neighboring ligands gradually became evident with the
increase of surface densities although its influence was not so
significant as in the control monolayers.

These changes in protein binding indicate that there were different
spatial arrangements of the ligands between the rearranged and control
monolayers. The illustrations of Con A binding to the rearranged and
control binary monolayers are schematically presented in Fig. 6. The
Con A-directed assembly of the binary monolayers at the air–water
interface gave rise to a new spatial arrangement of the ligands tomatch
well with the protein binding pockets for multivalent protein binding
and to enhance protein binding.

Both the rearranged and control monolayers of DPM and DPG
could be nearly regenerated after the specifically bound proteins were
washed with acetate buffer (pH 1.5) followed by the initial PBS buffer
(Fig. 4). The amounts of specifically bound proteins at saturation and/
or protein binding kinetics during the rebinding stages were almost
the same as those during the initial binding stages. It means that the
favorable spatial arrangement of the ligands in the monolayers at the
air–water interface well suited for the multivalent protein binding
was preserved for the subsequent binding events in the preparation of
biosensors.

4. Conclusion

The alkyl chains in the monolayers of DPM, DPG, and their binary
mixtures at the air–water interface were almost highly ordered
independent of surface pressure. The amounts of specifically bound
proteins in the binary monolayers at the air–water interface were
increased in comparison with those in the initially immobilized
monolayers, where the binding amount was high at XDPM=0.1
followed by a drop at XDPM=0.2, and then increased gradually upon
further increase of XDPM. The amount of specifically bound proteins is
closely related to surface density and spatial arrangement of the
carbohydrate ligands. The glycolipids in the binary monolayers at the
air–water interface underwent lateral rearrangement and molecular
reorientation directed by Con A in the subphase favorable to access of
the ligands to protein binding pockets for the formation of multivalent
binding sites and the minimization of steric crowding of neighboring
ligands for enhanced binding. The directed rearranged binary mono-
layers with multivalent protein binding were preserved for the
preparation of biosensors.
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